


What Is BOLT
BOLT is a motivated group of
students who strive to evolve
electric vehicle technology by
designing, manufacturing, and
racing high-performance electric
motorcycles. This group of 90
Virginia Tech undergraduate
students from several academic
majors biennially builds an
electric motorcycle to compete
in the AHRMA varsity challenge.

Our team is unique as we are not constrained by prohibitory requirements. The
competitive goals of this team begin and end at completing the 11km race as fast as
possible. This allows us the freedom to undertake radical design challenges such as a
custom frame and battery pack that is completely designed and manufactured in-house,
and complete a design that has 200 horsepower and can reach speeds over 200 miles per
hour.

Demographics
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History
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Major Projects
BOLT VS - THE NEXT STEP IN ELECTRIC MOTORSPORTS

The BOLT team has developed the fifth generation
BOLT Motorcycle, BOLT VS. Last year, the team
fabricated a custom powertrain, but this year we saw
an opportunity to improve significantly by overhauling
the powertrain. In preparation for the BOLT VS race,
the team is currently working on performing
validation testing on the frame and developing a new
powertrain.

BOLT D1 - OUR FIRST STEP IN ELECTRIC OFF-ROAD MOTORSPORTS

The team is currently developing the first generation
of an electric dirt bike. This is the first year the
BOLT team has attempted to take electric
motorsports off-road. The team will have to go
from nothing to a fully functional dirt bike that will
be taken to competitions. To accomplish this, we will
develop a custom frame, powertrain, control
systems, suspension system, brake system, and more.

BUS BATTERY MOBILE CHARGING STATION

The BOLT team is currently developing a mobile
charging station to charge our bikes at competitions
using a high voltage bus battery. We will also be
designing a cart to transport the 1100 lb battery.
We will be designing and implementing a system to
allow us to charge our bikes multiple times at
competitions and track days. This will allow us to
compete more and test more efficiently.
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Our Subteams

Chassis Controls

Responsible for designing and manufacturing

a custom frame, attaching and maintaining

brakes, designing custom mounts for

components, and handling for the bikes.

Responsible for designing and programming a

custom rider interface, creating

custom-designed PCBs, data acquisition, and

live communication of data to the pit.

Powertrain Business

Responsible for the drive system,

researching, designing, and fabricating a

custom battery pack, and data validation.

Responsible for communicating with sponsors,

along with creating and maintaining budgets

and other administrative duties.
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Sponsorship

With our sponsors' generous support, we can push the limits of electric motorcycles. BOLT
provides numerous benefits to our sponsors, including:

1. Advertisement: Your logos will appear on our bike, website, and on our social media

2. Recruitment: Your company will get the opportunity to recruit experienced, skilled, and

dedicated individuals from our team

3. Access: You can review our breakthrough research and development ideas.

4. Service: Nurture the next generation of emerging engineers to grow and develop

practical and professional skills

Additionally, our sponsors are always welcome to stop by and see our progress in the Ware
Lab. Our team leads would be more than happy to arrange a tour. Any support you can provide,
either monetary or in-kind, would be greatly appreciated.
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Sponsorship Levels

We are a 501(c)(3) tax-deductible organization

Donation Form
Please visit our website for full instructions on how to donate.
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A Message From the Team Leadership
Thank you for considering our sponsorship proposal! This team provides one of the most

rewarding educational experiences available on campus. Although Virginia Tech and the Joseph

Fulton Ware Jr. Advanced Engineering Laboratory provides us with a workspace, the entirety of

our budget comes from sponsors and individual donors. Without generous contributions, like

yours, our team would not be able to exist. Our team is excited about our next steps to

disrupt, innovate, and develop high-performance electric motorcycles. We hope we can partner

with your company or organization this year. For monetary donations please see the donation

page on our website. For any inquiries or in-kind donations please reach out to one of our

Team Leads.

Sincerely,

Aniruddh Chauhan
Senior Team Lead

aniruddh2002@vt.edu

George Mantakounis
Senior Team Lead
georgem19@vt.edu

Bradley Frey
Junior Team Lead
bfrye51@vt.edu

Dr. R. L. Clark, Jr.
Faculty Advisor
rlclark@vt.edu

Dr. Arthur Ball
Faculty Advisor
aball@vt.edu
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